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Participants in NASA Goddard’s Planetary Science Winter School design a flight instrument under consideration for proposal. We present results and future plans.
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*The Career and Degree Completion of NASA Earth and Space Science Fellowship Planetary Science Recipients [#2758]*

The effects of the NESSF in Planetary Science on the recipients’ educational and career success compared to other applicants and the general STEM population.
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*Updated Career and Workforce Impacts of the NASA Planetary Science Summer Seminar (PSSS)*: Team X Model 1999–2016 [#2828]

Paper compares 600 PSSS alumni since 1999 to new NSF PhD gender/ethnic data. A workforce analysis includes alumni participation in planetary science missions.
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The JSC Systems Engineering Project Management Advancement Program (SEPMAP) is an employee development program for engineers and scientists to train together.
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*Coordinated Analysis 101: A Joint Training Session Sponsored by LPI and ARES/JSC [#2123]*

We summarize the recent inaugural sample handling and training session co-organized by the LPI and ARES/JSC.